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“All that is necessary for evil to triumph is for good men to stand by and do nothing.”
18th century parliamentarian, Edmund Burke
In the wake of nearly three decades of brutal civil war, the population of South Sudan
lies shattered and strewn across the Central and East African landscape. More than two and half
million people have been killed and another five million have been internally and externally
displaced by the conflict. In early July of 2011 South Sudan achieved its independence,
succeeding from its oppressors and has become the newest nation on the planet. Since January of
2003, however, a new exodus flooded the western border region of Darfur in Sudan with
displaced persons fleeing the same regime responsible for the southern tragedy. Despite the fact
that the United States has formally labeled this diaspora genocide, the killing continues
unchecked, threatening to shed blood on every grain of sand. In the words of former U.S.
President Clinton, “If the horrors of the Holocaust taught us anything, it is the high cost of
remaining silent and paralyzed in the face of genocide.”
Notwithstanding pleas from the victims and advocates around the world for cessation,
systematic scorched earth campaigns continue in Sudan. As a documentary photographer, I have
covered displacement in the aftermath of this aggression wielded by the ruthless Sudanese
Government. Their efforts are a bid to consolidate wealth and power in their region. I am now
in the final stages of completing years of documentation ! a sustained effort to describe the
legacy of two genocidal civil wars unfolding in modern"day Sudan.
Images are powerful statements by witnesses who were present as these events unfolded;
indeed, they have become the primary sources in the documentation of our recent history. Yet
an image becomes powerful only after it is given an audience.
The Cost of Silence collates a large body of images in order to construct a narrative of
one of the most critical social issues of our time ! genocide. Without the deafening context of
culture and advertising too often present in magazine and television coverage of such issues, the
images are given room to speak in a space designed to allow the viewer time to encounter the
work unencumbered. With no headline ticker tape to distract its audience, a well"crafted
photographic exhibition resonates with those who encounter it, conveying and translating
precious testimony in a way no other outlet can. Its presence will be the impetus for further
conversation of the crisis in Sudan. The Cost of Silence will continue to foster momentum toward
a permanent anti"genocide constituency by empowering individuals and communities with the
tools to influence public opinion, corporate responsibility, and government policy on genocide.
Work of this nature sheds light on global issues by capturing them on a human level in a
way that simple statistics never can. The testimony must be seen. Ultimately, my goal is to raise
the level of debate by offering a document which will give a human face to what was once
unimaginable but nowadays shockingly familiar ! a genocide unfolding before the eyes of a global
community unwilling to stop it. The cost of doing nothing is one humanity can never afford.

PROJECT BACKGROUND:
Beginning in December of 2004, exhibitions I have produced on the displaced populations of
Sudan #entitled "Sudan: The Cost of Silence"$ have been touring in earnest. "The Cost of Silence puts a
human face to the unimaginable " an ongoing genocide before an impotent, apathetic world. “The Cost of
Silence” has a track record for becoming a driving force of, and illustration for, the sound judgment found
in those corporations who have begun to divest from the region. Ultimately, as the cultural backdrop for
broader symposiums on issues facing Sudan, "The Cost of Silence" is now the impetus for further
conversation in the higher education sector all over the country.
Through a strategic alliance with Genocide Intervention Network and channeling multiple
exhibitions through chapters of S.T.A.N.D. at individual schools across the nation, I launched a second and
more virally distributed phase of “The Cost of Silence.” Raising the level of debate by expanding the
distribution, and impact, my exhibitions included educational components to more adequately meet the
demand of the growing advocacy community. This wide appeal availed my project to corporate sponsorship
by companies interested in illustrating their position on socially responsible investment to the general
public. The potential growth of "The Cost of Silence" remains exponential, given the growth of the
advocacy community on this issue in merely five years, however a stronger fiscal engine will be needed to
place this potential within reach. The importance of overall corporate backing is essential for the project
to have the most impact while taking full advantage of both corporate and collegiate momentum to force
change in Sudan.
By putting this visual narrative before the public using this model of distribution with additional
endorsements, I hope I have managed, and will continue, to significantly raise the level of debate on the
crisis in Sudan and motivate grass"roots political and economic action in audiences throughout the United
States.

SOCIAL JUSTICE ISSUE ADDRESSED:
Out of the estimated 33 million displaced persons in the world, Sudan’s contribution is nearly 8
million. Despite the fact that the United States, among others, has formally labeled these scorched earth
campaigns genocide, the killing and diaspora continues unchecked.
Notwithstanding pleas from around the world for cessation, and indictments by the ICC, the
Sudanese government"sponsored systematic campaigns continue. Ongoing setbacks in the efforts of the
United Nations to initiate a peacekeeping mission in the region have only helped to embolden the
architects of genocide the world over. The evolving narrative of my photographic exhibition serves as an
indictment of the minority Sudanese government's program ! one of destruction and displacement ! and
the international community’s inaction, ultimately emboldening this rogue regime to murder, rape, and
pillage with impunity while those who are most able to effect change continue to choose profits or
indifference over justice.

WHY IS THIS ISSUE IMPORTANT NOW:
St. Augustine wrote: “In the absence of justice ! what is sovereignty but organized robbery.” In
Sudan, oppression and disastrous factional violence continues, while through the concept of sovereignty,
the international community is afforded political cover to abandoning those without voice. The immaturity
and ill structure of systems relied upon to prevent these atrocities become further unveiled by the day.
China’s ongoing success at circumventing the United Nations Security Council continues to secure profits
through the tacit approval of a continued genocidal policy. Meanwhile, the United States unwillingness to
ratify the International Criminal Court renders it useless as a tool for deterrence. Revisiting “never again”
has irreparably weakened the precedence of genocide ! the greatest casualty.

The Government of Sudan has been conducting such campaigns for more than two decades.
However corporations and multi"nationals, whose profits reflect involvement in Sudanese policy, are finally
beginning to feel the costly political downside of this behavior. More and more find higher returns in
agreement with a growing number of those unwilling to remain as bystanders. The link between the
student populations worldwide and the influence they wield over investing markets has served to bolster
boardroom support for the pullout of these corporations.
If a solution is to surface it must come from the international community at the grassroots level,
and it must continue to be market driven. Now is a crucial time for activists to learn about, reflect upon,
and take action against violence in Sudan through divestment. It is important to act at this moment whilst
barriers to entry in corporate funding have been breached as many U.S. and internationally based companies
look to distance themselves from the appearance of profit taking in what has now been clearly defined as an
ongoing genocide.

THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAY TO REACH THE TARGET AUDIENCE:
“The Cost of Silence” collates a large body of images in order to construct a narrative of perhaps
the most critical social issue of our time ! genocide. Without the deafening context of culture and
advertising too often present in magazine and television coverage of such issues, the images are given room
to speak in a space designed to allow the viewer time for encountering the work unencumbered. With no
headline ticker tape to distract its audience, a well"crafted photographic exhibition resonates with those
who encounter it conveying and translating sacred testimony in a way no other outlet can. Coordinating my
efforts with those of advocacy chapters and various departments and institutes at institutions across the
country will provide visual documentation and firsthand experience of the genocide to widespread, pre"
existing, grassroots groups with humanitarian initiatives in place. The interdisciplinary relevance of the
exhibition topic will attract more attention and member to these constituencies, and its continued presence
will be the impetus for further conversation of the crisis in Sudan. The facility that hosts my photographs
will serve as an epicenter for other community"wide events related to increasing awareness, as well as a
destination for classes studying the atrocity. It is my objective to make the exhibition as significant a part
of each venue’s as possible.

TARGET AUDIENCE & THE EXPECTED IMPACT OF THE PROJECT:
“The Cost of Silence” campaign is for everyone. It is reaching elementary school through college"
age communities in north America, the largest demographic in the country advocating for the needs of
Sudanese people. Academic faculty and staff, as well as non"academic members from each school’s host
community, will also have access and be encouraged to visit the exhibition. “The Cost of Silence”
exhibitions have a track record for recruiting new activists and motivating old ones, garnering donations for
humanitarian aid in Africa, encouraging people to speak out against genocide while urging political and
economic intervention. The work will also serve major corporations looking to illustrate their position on
profits versus people.
A well"organized, strong humanitarian infrastructure is the only way to prevent more violence in
Sudan today and to curb the devastating consequences of genocidal violence in the future. In an effort to
maximize the energy and momentum built by the campaign, “The Cost of Silence” exhibitions will
encourage, endorse, and guide the expansion of the membership and support bases of the Genocide
Intervention Network as well as Holocaust and tolerance museums. These bases will go on to educate their
communities, pressure elected officials, and fundraise directly for civilian protection. "The Cost of Silence"
will continue to foster momentum toward a permanent anti"genocide constituency by empowering
individuals and communities with the tools to influence public opinion, and corporate responsibility, and
government policy on genocide. The lessons learned about spheres of influence within critical social issues
will resonate with participants and communities for generations to come.

THE COST OF BUSINESS
Despite the social awareness phenomenon Darfur created, too many are still unwilling or unable to
connect the dots between years of marginalization and persecution at the hands of the very same rouge
regime in Khartoum touted as an up and coming African power"house and the new development in this
most troubled region of Africa. Khartoum is, therefore, on the frontlines of a battle for corporate
responsibility in the ever"increasing economic interconnectedness of all nations as part of a more globalized
world.
As the killing continues unchecked so too will development in Khartoum. The current
construction projects are mere window dressing that attempt to distinguish Khartoum from the
government supported efforts to widen the gap between those who, at minimum, give lip service to
government positions and those who find themselves in the way of “progress.” This window dressing will be
nothing more than a playground for Sudan's conscientiously flexible elite to entertain representatives of
multinational corporations while they become wealthier securing future development and international
trade deals. There are those who say that this is progress ! but should Khartoum be praised for this?
Millions of dead, diseased and displaced, whose lives paved the way for this "development" must not be
merely a parenthetical footnote.
I have lived countless days following in the footsteps of the Southern Sudanese and Darfuris !
through the hell beside the lives of those who remain as survivors. However, all I have witnessed is at the
hands of those at the helm in Khartoum, and for their benefit. Therefore, the completion of this project
will require a closer look at the disproportionate income levels and standard of living between people who
have worked the earth and those who have chosen to harness the politics of hatred to construct the
necessary fronts to continue to cloak profit taking at a cost that is, frankly, incalculable.
My conclusion will visually reveal the migration of Sudanese populations vying to occupy the last
remaining open rungs of the social ladder in Khartoum. From mosques to markets, bedrooms to
boardrooms, this final chapter of photographs will be intergraded into my exhibitions and, shortly, a book.
Those images should include the coffee houses, internet cafes, and BMW dealerships lining the streets of
Khartoum. It will include construction projects of an airport, hotels and new commercial centers revealing
the foreign investment present in modern"day Sudan. Additionally, it is important to illustrate the oil
pipelines and refineries that inhabit areas outside Khartoum that, although run through the land of those
displaced, serve them not at all. Khartoum will serve to document the contrast between the city, the
gateway to the fastest growing economy on the African continent, and the hustle and bustle masking its
missing population. Please consider helping me to underwrite this important final chapter.

THE COST OF SILENCE
UNITED STATES EXHIBITION TOUR
Over 1,000 universities and colleges have, on their campuses, highly active academic institutions
primed to utilize The Cost of Silence exhibits to assist in illustrating their missions of academic engagement.
With your backing, this body of work will impact these communities. Only then may it shape a window to
our world. Ryan Spencer Reed’s perceptive photographic documentation of the ravaging effects of genocide
in western Sudan speaks loudly. It sheds light on global issues by capturing them on a human level in a way
that simple statistics never can. To witness demands a response. Yet as an ever"shrinking world groans for
our greater involvement, the responsibilities of our day"to"day lives take precedence. Many of us are
therefore inhibited from responding the extent to which we may be moved. Occasionally, however, we are
given the chance to empower those who have made their life’s work about giving us a view of our world that
otherwise we would not see. Ryan Spencer Reed’s determination has brought forth a view of the plight of the
Sudanese, yielding an opportunity for your voice to be heard.

MAKE A GIFT…

MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

RYAN SPENCER REED ~ PHOTOGRAPHER
WWW.RYANSPENCERREED.COM
+1.231.920.3807
P.O. Box 490 Ludington, MI 49431 USA
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NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY, NEW YORK, NY
FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, CHICAGO, IL
JEWISH MUSEUM BERLIN, BERLIN, GERMANY
UNITED STATES HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM, WASHINGTON DC
CONSTITUTION CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA
INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR PHOTOGRAPHY, NEW YORK, NY
JARDIN DU TROCADERO, PARIS, FRANCE
HOLOCAUST CENTRE, CAPETOWN, SOUTH AFRICA
GEORGE EASTMAN HOUSE, ROCHESTER, NY
LA CASA ENCENDIDA, MADRID, SPAIN
ORTAKÖY SQUARE, ISTANBUL, TURKEY
GARE DO ORIENTE’S MAIN SQUARE, LISBON, PORTUGAL
GUTHRIE THEATER, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
MUSEE DES BEAUX"ARTS DE MONTREAL, MONTREAL, CANADA
BOSTON INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY ART, BOSTON, MA
CENTRO INTERNAZIONALE DE FOTOGRAFIA #FORMA$, MILAN, ITALY
ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM, TORONTO, CANADA
PRINCE FELIPE SCIENCE MUSEUM, VALENCIA, SPAIN
CITY MUSEUM OF LJUBLJANA, LJUBLJANA, SLOVENIJA
HAMMER MUSEAM, LOS ANGELES, CA
BAN JELACIC SQUARE, ZAGREB, CROATIA
SUN VALLEY CENTER FOR THE ARTS, SUN VALLEY, ID
SCHOUWBURG CULTURAL CENTER, ROTTERDAM, NETHERLANDS
STOCKHOLMSMÄSSAN, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
SENATE HOUSE, WITS UNIVERSITY, JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA, PRETORIA, SOUTH AFRICA
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE FOR TECHNOLOGY, STATA CENTER, BOSTON, MA
BROWN UNIVERSITY LIST ART CENTER, PROVIDENCE, RI
DETROIT PUBLIC LIBRARY, DETROIT, MI
SCOTTSDALE CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS, SCOTTSDALE, AZ
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL, MICHIGAN
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, ILLINOIS
KEAN UNIVERSITY, NEW JERSEY
TEMPLE SHALOM CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
COLORADO UNIVERSITY BOULDER, COLORADO
SWARTHMORE COLLEGE, PENNSYLVANIA
BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY, PENNSYLVANIA
WILKES UNIVERSITY, PENNSYLVANIA
NAPLES HOLOCAUST MUSEUM, FLORIDA
SRI IN THE ROCKIES, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, OHIO
CALVIN COLLEGE, MICHIGAN
HUNTINGTON UNIVERSITY, INDIANA
JACKSON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, MICHIGAN
GRACE PRESBYTERIAN, ALBERTA, CANADA
CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY, MICHIGAN
BIRMINGHAM SOUTHERN, ALABAMA
OGDEN CITY ARTS, UTAH
DORDT COLLEGE, IOWA
AUGSBURG COLLEGE, MINNESOTA
SAMFORD UNIVERSITY, TENNESSEE
ANN ARBOR PUBLIC LIBRARY, MICHIGAN
VERMONT UNIVERSITY, BURLINGTON, VERMONT

